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Facilitator:  

This is the first informal consultation for SBI agenda item 15 on climate finance, article 9 para 5 of the 

PA. This is an informal consultation but in the spirit of our openness we are open to observers.  

The secretariat has created a survey for parties.  

We have a clear mandate ahead of us today. According to article 9 para 5, developed countries should 

provide information on the availability of climate finance. At its 22ndd session, the COP asked the SBI to 

consider the implications of this article. At cop23 parties identified preliminary information. The notes 

reduced duplication of texts and structured the text. The objective of this session is to continue to make 

substantial progress and agree on an outcome to serve as a basis of negotiations and able to capture the 

views of each parties. The slots for this discussion are: Thursday 10-11 conf room 4 and later from 2-

3pm. Last informal on Sunday from midday to 1pm. I invite parties to reflect and share reflection on the 

previous session. And draft texts for further discussions.  

 

Egypt  

 Clarification needed, is the note a new note or the same as the one agreed at the last session? 

 

Facilitator 

It is the same, it has been added purely to induce conversations, without any other intent.  

 

South Africa 

 I don’t need to restate our position on concluding work on 9.5 we have been very outspoken on how we 

see this outcome achieved. We are unfortunately still in a position where our views on the modality are 

not being taken seriously enough. We are not given space in the discussions and therefore in a difficult 

situation to proceed to achieve a balance.  

However we are ready to proceed based on the note, as long as all the submission of the parties are 

treated equally. We will not hold up progress in order to clarify intents to stop the negotiations. But we 

are still pursuing article 9.5 based on balance between modality and information provided.  

 

European union:  

We are pleased to hear that SA is happy to proceed on the basis on the notes, which is what we agreed 

at the COP. We have an informal note, it is progress on the last session but we have still a lot to do to 

make progress on the text and hope we can achieve this.  
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Brazil: Speaking on behalf of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay 

We believe the whole purpose of our negotiations is to have useful information on the scale and 

direction of climate funds so less developed countries can use this information for their adaptation 

efforts. We want this reporting to work in good faith. We understand this is a new reporting exercise we 

also believe it is crucial to have a comprehensive approach for this matter and we believe the informal 

note is a good starting point and ready to engage.  

 

Norway:  

from our side we are very engaged in progress here in Bangkok, this is an important part of the Paris 

agreement rulebook, we are on the opinion that the information can include both quant and qual 

information with caveats that information should be motivated by obtaining the most useful types of 

information to enable climate support. Focus on what and not on how.  

 

Honduras: on behalf of AILAC 

We have a lot to do. We should build effectively on work previously done in other sessions. Provide 

forward-looking financial information a sense of direction for the implementation in the short, middle 

and longer term. The information provided must increase the knowledge on the expected level of 

financial resources that would be available, more clarity on this. And in order to do that we have to 

identify the categories of information used for this purpose. We have limited time. We should avoid 

duplication and make significant progress.  

 

US:  

We have heard that this is a general recognition of the value of the informal note, so with that general 

support, perhaps we are ready to discuss the information carried in the informal note and parties could 

seek clarification in this informal note. 

 

Facilitator: 

 I am hearing a willingness to engage in the note, so I encourage other speakers to start this 

conversation.  
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Switzerland:  

We support the note, we appreciate the statements made by countries. We hear the various requests. 

We are open for structured guidance. Our ideal Outcome is a decision text.  

 

Canada:  

useful note and now we should move to remove duplications in the note. Support the words of the US 

to move forward.  

 

Japan:  

the informal note is a very good starting point. Should consider the elements line by line to see what 

parties consider about it. Ready to engage in this conversation.  

 

Ecuador: on behalf of the like-minded developing countries: 

This agenda item is crucial from our point of view in the role this information will have in enhancing the 

predictability of the issuing of resources which has been most difficult for us previously.  Reporting is not 

a stand-alone issue. APA B: process, registry and information. Identification of information is not a 

standalone issue.  

Facilitator: 

 

Could I seek your view on how you wish to proceed: line by line or another way? 

 

Ecuador:  

What we meant Is we want to address both agenda items and will discuss what each is discussing, but 

want to emphasize the clear linkages between the two. With respect to the modes of work, we consider 

it is important to go line by line bearing in mind the inputs submitted by parties. 

 

Facilitator: 

 I prefer to address the substance and structure of the note before going line by line.  
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South Africa: 

The information note has changed you said it wasn’t this is not the informal note that we agreed upon in 

Bonn and we cannot work on this on that basis.  

 

Facilitator:  

SA thank you for the concern, the note will be reuploaded 

 by the secretariat it was not the intention of the secretariat to change the note in anyway, returning to 

the substantive discussions. We have Malawi. 

 

Malawi: on behalf of the LDCs. 

 Reiterate certain issues  

1. We want to talk about the financial mechanism because that’s what we should be considering 

and we want to do. that cannot be handled in isolation.  

2. We need to find a way of how we do the linkages from the SBI to the APA agenda items because 

these have to talk to each other. In this case, the information that will be provided has.. We 

cannot just provide information and nothing happens, something has to be done to it. We are 

looking forward to an analysis of that information.  

3. We also need to think about having some timelines about when we start receiving that 

information and then proceed in that manner.  

The difficult conversation is the brining in of the private sector finance as has been proposed but if we 

just settle on public finance… Our group also is ready to continue using the formal note.  

 

Facilitator: 

Clarification of Malawi’s comment: did you state that the LDCs are ready to proceed on this note? And 

working through this note? 

 

Malawi:  

yes, working through the informal note yes. We can still continue reflecting on what we have.  

China:  

china supports the standpoint of G77 under the SBI agenda which should also define what information is 

to be included in the report. Parties from finance group should provide information based on the 
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informal note. China hopes the issues related to how to report could be solved on a platform which we 

already have. We also could consult the designing experience which we have.  

 

Belize: 

 support to proceed on the basis of the informal note. Mindful our exercise in identifying info maybe not 

be successful.  

 

New Zealand: 

Pleased to hear that other groups are willing to engage on the informal note in this group. We might see 

it as an annex to a decision text. But have a long work to do to get to that product. We hope to provide 

information that will facilitate the clarity and feasibility of climate finance. Want guidance from 

facilitators about how this information would be useful and what limitations there might be in providing 

it.  

 

Facilitator:  

joint contact groups will determine…  

 

India:  

want to express our support to LDCs and G77 and also underline the importance of the qual and quant 

part of information on climate finance.  

 

Facilitator: 

In the absence of flags the floor remains open to go into the substance 

 

South Africa:  

We agree with new Zealand that we are competing a decision text. We would be happy to put structure 

in the negotiating note. To streamline the text by deleting parties views to ensure it incudes all parties 

views. Interested in seeing a revised version of the structure. Understand that some countries maybe 

not be able to provide this information due to nationally determined or sovereignty, we cannot force  

countries to change their national measures. If a country is not able to give some information we should 

understand that this is a reality. References to article 2 1 C are not directly in the control of the 
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ministries who are reporting on this. So we should be careful about giving information that might give 

trillion million figures that in fact will never be realized.  

 

Switzerland:  

we are not opposing a structure but caution not to negotiate the structure again, but if this doesn’t 

happen then we dont care if it helps the negotiations its fine. 

there is a lot of information on 2 1  but need to clarify it. We have two or three elements where we have 

questions. E level i: at the end it says - add how this is complementary to the regional approach by 

developing countries - we do not understand this. And I 2 we don’t know what is meant by financial 

parameter, which parameters are we talking about.  

 

European Union:  

further areas where clarity should be provided. Not clear what is meant by 32, supportive designs.  

 

United states:  

Happy to hear we are engaging substantively 

The us has identified a number of areas of duplication in the text. We are happy to read those or submit 

those in advance of the next session. This might be useful for other parties.  

South Africa:  

we should be deleting anybody’s proposals right now. We have many views and we do not agree that 

this should be in there. We need to go in a more streamlined approach and go into the core things. This 

should be a simple process and the information should be succinct and the expected climate finance and 

this is what it looks like and where it will go to. Some things sound nice, but I don’t want to know about 

the national or budgetary process of Switzerland, is that the kind of information that we want to come 

out of the 9.5 process? At some point we want to have predictability and have information that suits 

that.  

  

Facilitator: 

Thanks South Africa for those helpful comments and invites any colleagues to say if there is work they 

want to do on their behalf for the next session.  
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Canada:  

In terms of the way forward I can hear from our colleagues that it would be most useful to have a 

streamlined version of the text. And reduce the duplications of the text.  

 

Switzerland:  

Parties should share what information they think could lead to achieving clarity. But also the 

predictability of the partnership: which countries collaborated and so on. Those elements should also be 

included.  

 

Belize:  

before we are able to give you a mandate it is useful to have a discussion to look at where we can adress 

quantitative information and where we cannot have quantitative information and there at least have 

qualitative information.  

 

Peru: behalf of AILAC,  

We should be guided by the aim of enhancing predictability. Also important to follow the mandate on 

the scope of information.  

 

US:  

SA’s call for structure might be premature, we should have an open process and not constrained by 

structure at this time.  

 

Norway:  

see a number of ways duplications could be improved.  

 

 


